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Overview of Switzerland
Switzerland is a mountainous
Central European country,
home to numerous lakes,
villages and high peaks of the
Alps.
The country is also known
for its ski resorts and hiking
trails. Banking and finance are
key industries, and Swiss
watches and chocolate are
world renowned.
The official languages of
Switzerland are French,
German, Romansh, Italian.

Swiss economy and banking
The economy of Switzerland is one
of the world's most stable
economies. Its policy of long-term
monetary security and political
stability has made Switzerland a safe
haven for investors.
Swiss neutrality and national
sovereignty, long recognized by
foreign nations, have fostered a
stable environment in which the
banking sector was able to develop
and thrive.
There are more than 300
authorized banks and securities
dealers in Switzerland, ranging from
the “Two Big Banks” down to small
banks serving the needs of a single
community or a few special clients.

Tourism in Switzerland
For fascinating alpine scenery
and charming villages, it's
hard to beat Switzerland. The
soaring snow-capped peaks
of the Alps, glittering blue
lakes, emerald valleys, glaciers,
and picturesque lakeside
hamlets imbue this
landlocked nation with a
fairytale beauty. Snuggled
among the mountain valleys
and lakes lie world-class
international resorts with
hiking, biking, climbing,
paragliding, skiing, and
tobogganing on their
doorsteps.

Offered services
We are offering the following services in
Switzerland:
 Opening of bank accounts
 Registration of companies
 Organizing visits of clients
 Purchasing/selling property
 Providing information for investment
funds and arranging subscription
 Organizing tourist visits and vacations

Opening of bank accounts
Swiss banks are happy to have foreign residents as
customers. One can hold an account in Swiss
francs or in a range of other world currencies.
Each bank will set the minimum deposit amount
for opening the account, so we can find the bank
that will accept the amount of funds you have.
 Who can open a bank account in Switzerland? Which
documents will I need? Do I need to be physically
present in Switzerland to open an account? How safe
is my money in Switzerland? – We can answer all
these questions and many more, and advise in
accordance to your specific requirements.


Registration of companies






By registering your company in
Switzerland, you will benefit from
the stability, security, image and
legal opportunities offered by
this country.
Depending on the type of legal
structure you choose the
procedure is quite different.
We will start with your goals, will
search for possibilities permitted
by law and will plan processes
for step by step implementation.

Organizing visits of clients




Although it is not necessary
to be personally present for
the opening of bank account
or the registration of
company, you may wish to
visit Switzerland and be part
of the process.
We will be happy to
organize your visit from A
to Z – purchase of air-ticket,
hotel reservation, arranging
meetings and finding a
venue.

Purchasing/selling property






The stability of real estate
market in Switzerland makes it
an attractive place for
investment.
As a foreign national wishing to
buy real estate in Switzerland
you may be faced with the strict
regulations about the purchase
of properties by foreigners.
We can provide you with the
necessary information and find
the property you are looking
for.

Providing information for
investment funds




Switzerland is one of the world's
most popular safe-haven investment
destinations. From its political
neutrality to its banking secrecy, the
country has a reputation for
protecting valuables.
The Swiss financial market offers a
wide range of investment funds for
which we can provide you
information related to i) objectives
and investment policy, ii) risk and
reward profile, iii) past performance
and charges in order to facilitate
your investment decision in
accordance with your objectives.

Organizing tourist visits and
vacations
Cheese, chocolate,
clocks, obsessive
punctuality – but there is
much more to
Switzerland than this.
The major cities like
Bern, Zurich, Geneva,
Lucerne are a few of the
many destinations to be
visited. In Switzerland
you can find both action
and relaxation on superb
slopes in the Alps and at
gorgeous SPA hotels.
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